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Â The ability to accurately assess patients is vital to the practice of Dental Hygieneâ€”a complete

and accurate assessment is the starting point to providing thorough patient care. Patient

Assessment Tutorials takes you through the process of patient assessment, and provides you with

information on both the actual physical assessment as well as effective patient communication. The

highly visual, step-by-step style teaches you vital assessment processes quickly and thoroughly.

Excellent features include detailed, full-color illustrations and photographs to visually guide you

through procedures and techniques, case studies and personal accounts that bring the content to

life, and more.Patient Assessment Tutorials: A Step-By-Step Guide for the Dental Hygienist

hasÂ many features designed to facilitate learning and teaching.1. Module Overview and Outline.

Each module begins with a conciseÂ overview of the module content. The module outline makes

itÂ easier to locate material within the module. The outline providesÂ the reader with an

organizational framework with which toÂ approach new material. Learning objectives assist students

inÂ recognizing and studying important concepts in each chapter.2. Peak Procedures. Step-by-step

instructions are provided for each patientÂ assessment procedure. â€¢ For students, the Peak

Procedures section provides a straightforward,Â step-by-step guide for practicing and

perfectingÂ assessment techniques. The self-instructional format allows theÂ learner to work

independentlyâ€”fostering student autonomyÂ and decision-making skills. â€¢ For educators, the

Peak Procedures section provides a reliable,Â evidence-based blueprint for the standardization of

facultyÂ members in the instruction and evaluation of patient assessmentÂ procedures.3. Ready

References. The Ready References provide rapid access toÂ important information on each

assessment topic. For example,Â there is a Ready Reference with the most commonly

prescribedÂ medications. The Ready Reference features are designed to beÂ removed from the

book, laminated or placed in plastic pageÂ protectors, and assembled in a notebook for use in the

clinicalÂ setting.4. The Human Element. This module feature focuses on the â€œpeopleÂ partâ€• of

patient assessment. Students, patients, and experiencedÂ clinicians were invited to share their

experiences in this section ofÂ the modules. The features Through the Eyes of a Student,Through

the Eyes of a Patient, and Advice from an ExperiencedÂ Clinician speak to the human element of

the assessment process.Â In these real-life accounts, students share their struggles andÂ triumphs

with patient assessment procedures. Patient accountsÂ evoke empathy and pride in the impact of

caregiving. In addition,Â this section provides a means for experienced practicing cliniciansÂ to

pass on tips on assessment to students who are anxious toÂ perfect these skills.5. Internet Sites for

Information Gathering.Â A list of Internet sites inÂ each module encourages students to develop



skills in onlineÂ information gathering. With the rapid explosion of knowledge inÂ the dental and

medical sciences, a student can no longer expect toÂ learn everything that he or she needs to

know, now and forever,Â in a few years of professional training. Reference books in printÂ cannot

be relied upon for the most up-to-date information.Therefore, students must learn how to quickly

retrieve accurateÂ information from reliable Internet sites, such as MEDLINE.6. English-to-Spanish

Phrase Lists. As the Spanish-speakingÂ population increases, clinicians encounter growing

numbers ofÂ Spanish-speaking patients in dental clinics and offices. TeachingÂ students to

pronounce and speak Spanish is well beyond theÂ scope of this book. For those times when a

trained translator isÂ not available, however, the modules include English-to-SpanishÂ phrase lists

with phrases pertinent to the assessment process. ToÂ use these phrase lists, the student clinician

simply points to aÂ specific phrase in the list to facilitate communication with aÂ Spanish-speaking

patient.7. Fictitious Patient Cases Aâ€“E. Fictitious Patient Cases Aâ€“EÂ promote the studentâ€™s

application of chapter information toÂ patient care, much in the same way that he or she needs to

doÂ when caring for a real patient. With each module, moreÂ information is revealed about each

patientâ€™s assessment findings.Â For example, Module 4 reveals the medical histories of

fictitiousÂ Patients Aâ€“E. Module 9 provides the patientsâ€™ blood pressureÂ readings. This

progressive disclosure of assessment findingsÂ parallels the manner in which students collect

information on aÂ patient in the clinical setting, gleaning new nuggets ofÂ information with each

assessment procedure performed. In eachÂ module, the student is asked to interpret the

assessment findingsÂ revealed in the module, relate it to information about the patientÂ from

previous chapters, and make decisions about patient careÂ based upon these assessment

findings.8. Quick Questions. The Quick Questions feature at the end of eachÂ module provides a

quick review of chapter content.Â 9. Skill Check. The Module Skill Evaluation procedure

checklistsÂ allow a student to self-evaluate his or her strengths andÂ limitations in performing the

assessment procedure and toÂ identify additional learning needs. The checklists also

provideÂ benchmarks for instructor evaluation of student skill proficiency.Suggestions for

communication role-plays are provided on theÂ Instructor Resource CD for this textbook.

CommunicationÂ checklists in the modules allow students to practice and self evaluateÂ their

communication skills and to identify areas forÂ improvement. The checklists also provide

benchmarks forÂ instructor evaluation of student skill proficiency inÂ communicating with

patients.10. Terminology and Glossary of Terms.Â Terminology pertinent toÂ patient assessment is

highlighted in bold type and clearly definedÂ within each module. The Glossary in the back of the

bookÂ provides quick access to terminology.11. Comprehensive Fictitious Patient Cases



Fâ€“K.Â Module 17 of theÂ book is comprised of comprehensive patient cases. This

moduleÂ presents an entirely new comprehensive patient case. All patientÂ assessment data

gathered for a patient is presented and the studentÂ is challenged to interpret and use the

assessment information inÂ care planning for the patient.
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I use this book all the time in my first semester of dental hygiene school! The pictures and tutorials

are great. I purchased all ebooks to use on my iPad and this one has NO PAGE NUMBERS. It's so

hard to find the pages were working out of when everything is in a "location" and there are 7000+

locations. Instead of flipping to page 134 I have to scroll to location 3165/7000+. Would love the

book if this could be fixed! If you are considering purchasing as an ebook, I would suggest getting

the hard copy instead. You make so many notes and have to rip out and laminate so many of the

pages. Taking and printing screen shots of all the pages I need in lab is such a hassle :(

Bought this book brand-new and I would recommend everyone else do so as well! Many times my

professor had us doing assignments straight from the book and a lot of the other students bought it

used and those papers had been torn out already! Great Book!

I purchased this for school and found it very easy to read and understand. It was set up nicely and

well organized. Learned a lot from it. Would recommend to any dental student.



Got this for my introduction to dental hygiene class. Has a lot of good detail especially how to deal

with patients.

I love this book. I use it currently in my practice. It helps with description and is a good guideline for

notes.

Awesome book! This is one of our mandatory books for dental hygiene and I love it!

I was very pleased with my purchase and the customer service provided!

Thank you! Fast shipping great price and in mint condition!
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